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System Overload

Executive Summary
■

A war with Taiwan remains the primary contingency of the People’s Liberation Army

(PLA). While the near-term prospects of China initiating a war are low due to the enormous economic costs and military risks, the PLA must still prepare to compel Taiwan’s
leaders to accept unification or, barring that, to seize and occupy the island.
■

At the same time, the PLA has been tasked with an array of additional missions, includ-

ing deterring other regional rivals, enforcing China’s territorial claims, protecting China’s
overseas interests, and serving as the ultimate guarantor of Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) survival in the face of domestic challenges. Those missions reduce PLA resources
and attention devoted to Taiwan and result in capabilities that are less relevant to crossStrait scenarios.
■

Chinese strategists have long worried that China’s rivals—including domestic seces-

sionists, regional powers, or the United States—could exploit a Taiwan conflict to press
their own agendas, such as launching border wars to solidify their territorial claims or
even stoking a “color revolution” to overthrow the CCP. PLA analysts refer to this as
“chain reaction” warfare.
■

Navigating these dilemmas requires the PLA to be able to concentrate warfighting ca-

pabilities across the Taiwan Strait while simultaneously maintaining readiness in other
regions, shift resources among theaters when required, and coordinate multi-theater operations. These demands have led to a number of changes in PLA force development, force
distribution, command and control, logistics, and human capital.
■

However, handling multiple problems remains a weakness for the PLA. Specific defi-

ciencies include difficulties setting priorities due to interservice bargaining, a weak force
posture beyond the First Island Chain, a convoluted command structure for multitheater
operations, and the lack of a rotational assignment system that would give officers exposure to multiple problem sets. Latent civil-military distrust could also reduce the confidence of civilian leaders that the system will work as intended in a war.
■

U.S. discussions on improving Taiwan’s defenses tend to focus on selling defense ar-

ticles to Taipei and enabling U.S. operations in an antiaccess/area-denial environment.
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However, there is also room for a broader military strategy that strengthens Taiwan’s security by exploiting China’s limited ability to handle multiple challenges. U.S. strategy
should aim to achieve “system overload” by expanding the range of challenges the PLA
faces in other theaters and overwhelming its capacity to conduct multitheater operations.
■

An effective peacetime strategy would aim to encourage the PLA to build capabilities

less relevant to cross–Taiwan Strait operations and reduce its ability to concentrate resources on Taiwan. Activities that support that objective include providing advanced arms
to China’s other neighbors and conducing dynamic U.S. military operations throughout
the region. Highly publicized upgrades in U.S.-Taiwan defense relations would negate this
effect by catalyzing the PLA to focus on a single contingency. Washington should instead
prioritize selling Taiwan low-profile but highly effective defensive systems.
■

If deterrence fails, U.S. operations could attempt to cause delays in PLA decisionmak-

ing and operations, buying time for U.S. forces to arrive. This supports what U.S. doctrine
refers to as presenting adversaries with “multiple dilemmas” by reducing their capacity
to quickly reach and execute decisions. Options that exploit stresses in China’s ability to
coordinate large campaigns and shift resources among theaters include attacks on China’s
command and control and logistics networks, information operations aggravating tensions in China’s civil-military relations, conventional strikes launched from multiple directions, and a “far seas” blockade.

Introduction
You’re diverting his attention from the real attack. Just one or two diversions and he can
ignore them, but five or six, and he has no choice but to pay attention.
—Olen Steinhauer, An American Spy
In his 2019 New Year’s Day address, Chinese Communist Party (CCP) General Secretary
Xi Jinping issued a stern warning to Taiwan: “We make no promise to abandon the use of force,
and retain the option of taking all necessary measures.” At the same time, he warned that force
could also be used to forestall “intervention by external forces,” referring to the United States.1
While designed to intimidate recalcitrant Taiwan and U.S. leaders—and appeal to domestic
nationalists—rather than to signal an imminent confrontation, Xi’s comments underscored the
very real military threats that China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) poses to Taiwan. As the
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U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency notes, Taiwan has been the “primary driver” of PLA modernization for decades, spurring the development of short- and long-range ballistic missiles,
amphibious and airborne units, and other capabilities targeted at Taiwan and intervening U.S.
forces.2 Those threats have become more worrisome as the PLA conducts large-scale exercises
and provocative bomber flights around the island.3 The PLA’s improved warfighting capabilities
have contributed to China’s near-term cross–Taiwan Strait objective—deterring Taiwan independence. Understanding the costs that a war would impose on the island, few but the most diehard Taiwan independence activists have supported overt moves toward de jure independence.4
However, China’s military buildup has not succeeded in convincing Taiwan to support
the longer term CCP goal of “reunification” or even an interim step in that direction, such as
dialogue on political issues or accepting a “one country, two systems” framework for cross-strait
relations.5 This reflects two basic problems: Taiwan’s will to resist and the limited credibility of
China’s threats.6 Persistent PLA limitations have contributed to the latter problem. The U.S. Department of Defense notes that island landings are among “the most complicated and difficult”
operations that any military can conduct, requiring air and maritime superiority, “rapid buildup,” and logistics sustainment.7 These problems are compounded by Taiwan’s difficult terrain,
complex weather patterns in the Taiwan Strait, defensive weapons that could delay an invasion,8
and limited Chinese sealift capabilities.9 Nevertheless, given the importance of unification to
the CCP, the PLA must continue to build the military capabilities necessary to compel Taipei to
accept a new modus vivendi or, barring that, to seize and occupy the island.
Western assessments of the PLA’s prospects in a future conflict typically highlight the shifting military balance across the Taiwan Strait, PLA threats to intervening U.S. forces, and the
capabilities and doctrine required to strengthen Taiwan’s defenses.10 While necessary in understanding and mitigating the problem, these approaches overlook a key constraint on the Chinese system: Chinese planners not only have to assess their side’s ability to prevail in a specific
campaign but also have to consider the broader implications of preparing for and conducting
a war. The military advice that planners would provide to the Central Military Commission
(CMC) needs to address questions such as:
■

Would preparations for a Taiwan conflict come at the expense of the PLA’s ability to

carry out other tasks?
■

Would waging a war leave other parts of China’s coastal and land borders vulnerable to

aggression by other adversaries?
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■

If a crisis did erupt in another theater, could the military handle multiple contingencies?

■

Would the PLA and other forces be able to maintain domestic stability?

■

What would be the implications for protecting China’s global supply routes and over-

seas interests?
Answers to these types of questions could influence CMC decisionmaking both prior to
and during a future Taiwan conflict. In peacetime, simultaneous challenges in other theaters
could result in the generation of capabilities less central to cross-strait operations and reduce
the PLA’s ability to focus on Taiwan.11 Once a decision to use force has been made, unexpected
challenges in other theaters could prompt a delay in China’s execution of its war plans, providing valuable time for the United States to deploy forces on Taiwan’s behalf. Thus, it is worth
considering how Chinese strategists have assessed this problem and the extent to which China’s
military has been able to build in the requisite agility to handle other problems while preparing
to execute its primary contingency.
This paper assesses the PLA’s ability to navigate the dilemma of preparing for a war with
Taiwan while fulfilling its obligations in other theaters and derives implications for U.S. strategy
during peacetime and in the early phases of a conflict. It is organized into six main sections.
The first two sections explain Taiwan’s role as the PLA’s primary planning target and competing
considerations that require attention and resources in other theaters. The next section develops
an analytic framework derived from the Russian and U.S. experiences during and after the Cold
War.12 These cases suggest that the Chinese system needs to be able to maintain adequate capabilities within the five theater commands (TCs) to deter other rivals, quickly shift resources
among theaters, and coordinate multitheater operations in exigent circumstances. These objectives have implications in five areas: force development, force distribution, command and
control, logistics, and human capital.
The fourth section uses this framework to assess the PLA’s ability to balance competing
responsibilities. Some of the PLA’s strengths include a coherent resourcing process, alignment
of force distribution with operational priorities, an agile command structure at the theater level,
a distributed logistics system, and combat-oriented training. Most of these strengths have undergone additional improvements as part of the recent round of military reforms led by Xi.
However, a number of key vulnerabilities remain. Major weaknesses include bureaucratic rivalries, a weak force posture beyond Asia, difficulties exercising command over multitheater
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operations, overreliance on information technology, and the lack of a rotational assignment
system. The following section considers the confidence of China’s civilian leaders in the PLA’s
ability to function as intended in a war, suggesting that a key intervening variable is the nature
of the relationship between the CMC chairman and his key military advisers.
The sixth section considers how U.S. strategy can leverage PLA weaknesses to improve
Taiwan’s ability to defend itself. In peacetime, the goal should be to minimize the PLA’s ability
to focus on cross-strait operations by maximizing challenges in other theaters. This requires,
among other things, providing effective capabilities to states along China’s periphery and dynamic U.S. military operations across the region. During a conflict, the goal should be to complicate CMC decisionmaking, buying time for U.S. forces to intervene (rather than attempting
to force Beijing to back down altogether). Specific options include offensive cyber operations
against PLA command and control and logistics networks, information campaigns to aggravate
stress in Chinese civil-military relations, conventional strikes from multiple directions, and a
“far seas” blockade. The conclusion discusses how the approach developed in this paper could
be utilized to assess the relative strengths and weaknesses of the Chinese, Russian, Indian, and
U.S. militaries.

China’s Primary Contingency
China’s preparations for the use of force against Taiwan are nested within Chinese military
strategy, known formally as the “military strategic guidelines” [junshi zhanlüe fangzhen, 军事
战略方针]. Revised periodically, this guidance provides overall direction for PLA modernization and is translated into specific objectives in areas such as weapons acquisition, operational
planning, force structure, and training. As David Finkelstein notes, the guidelines incorporate
both a capabilities-based analysis of the weapons, platforms, and operational concepts the PLA
needs to stay ahead of global military trends, and a contingency-based assessment of the specific operational problems the PLA needs to be able to address, taking into account key threats
and changes in the external security environment.13
Within the latter assessment, the southeast coast—and in particular, the Taiwan Strait—
became the “main strategic direction” [zhuyao zhanlüe fangxiang, 主要战略方向] during the
early part of Jiang Zemin’s tenure as CMC chairman (1990–2005).14 Some explanation of this
concept is necessary to understand the significance of its application to Taiwan. Within China’s
military strategic guidelines, “identifying a ‘Main Strategic Direction’ serves as a ‘worst-case
scenario’ planning tool for developing forces and capabilities, making force deployment decisions, and making other preparations should conflict erupt.”15 This contrasts with one or more
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“secondary strategic direction(s)” [ciyao zhanlüe fangxiang, 次要战略方向] where forces would
have to prepare for less severe challenges.16 During the Cold War, Chinese leaders adjusted the
main strategic direction several times depending on the specific regions where they anticipated
a U.S. or Soviet invasion (table 1).17 Placing Taiwan at the forefront of China’s planning scenarios thus represented a major turning point.
The PLA’s shift in attention to the Taiwan Strait in the early 1990s resulted from the conflux
of three factors. First, the Sino-Soviet rapprochement in the late 1980s and the fall of the Soviet
Union in 1991 removed the threat of an incursion along China’s northern border and allowed
the PLA to focus on other regional problems.18 Second, there were stirrings of the Taiwan independence movement and the transition to a new generation of Kuomintang (KMT) leaders, less
committed to a political union with the mainland and more focused on expanding Taiwan’s diplomatic autonomy.19 Third, an expansion of unofficial U.S.-Taiwan defense relations was reflected
in the sale of 150 F-16s to Taipei in September 1992. Jiang thus declared in 1993:
At present and in the coming period, our focus in the military struggle is to prevent
a major “Taiwan independence” incident and [thus] prevent harm to national
sovereignty and territorial integrity. The military should actively support the
party and the government to enhance their attraction and influence to Taiwan

Table 1. Shifts in the “Main Strategic Direction” Under Mao
Dates

Context

Main Threats

Main Strategic Direction

1949–1950

Conclusion of
Chinese Civil
War
Korean War

Kuomintang,
the United
States
The United
States
The United
States and Japan
The United
States
Soviet Union

Southeast Coast

1950–1953
1953–early
1960s
Mid-to-late
1960s
Late 1960s to
mid-1970s

Cold War
Cold War
Sino-Soviet
Split

Northeast
Liaodong and Shandong peninsulas
East Coast
“Three Northerns” (Northeast, North,
Northwest)

Source: Yuan Dejin and Guo Zhigang, “Mao Zedong and the Development and Adjustment of the Main Strategic
Directions of New China” [毛泽东与新中国主要战略方向的确定和调整], Military History [军事历史] 5 (2009),
30–34.
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from political, economic, cultural, scientific and technological aspects, play a
military deterrent role, curb the “Taiwan independence” separatist forces, and
strive to promote peaceful reunification while at the same time making careful
preparations in the military arena.20
Developments in the 1990s and 2000s cemented the PLA’s prioritization of cross-strait
operations and identified new requirements. The 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait Crisis, which began
with a controversial visit by Taiwan’s president Lee Teng-hui to the United States and culminated with the U.S. deployment of two carrier battle groups near the strait, highlighted both
China’s limited ability to influence Taiwan’s leaders and the need for the PLA to be able to counter U.S. military intervention in a future conflict.21 Lee’s 1999 articulation of a “special state-tostate” theory of cross-strait relations and the election of the independence-minded Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP) candidate Chen Shui-bian in the 2000 presidential election reduced
the prospects for peaceful unification, while President George W. Bush’s April 2001 declaration
that the United States would do “whatever it took” to help Taiwan defend itself confirmed the
assessment that U.S. intervention was likely.22
While cross-strait relations improved under the KMT administration of Ma Ying-jeou
(2008–2016), Chinese concerns about Taiwan independence and U.S. policy did not dissipate.
Chinese defense white papers during these years consistently described Taiwan independence
as a looming threat that must be opposed.23 Chinese officials also associated unification with
China’s “core interests,” signifying the unflagging importance of that problem to the CCP.24
More recently, several developments have cemented the Taiwan Strait’s status as the main strategic direction,25 including the January 2016 election of DPP candidate Tsai Ing-wen, weak public
support for unification in Taiwan, the KMT’s weaknesses as a credible opposition party, and the
election of new KMT leaders less committed to improving ties with China.26
Dimming prospects for peaceful unification and the anticipation of U.S. intervention have
influenced PLA planning in various ways. Doctrinal development focused on several types of
campaigns that could be conducted to compel Taiwan’s leaders to accept Beijing’s proposal for
a “one country, two systems” model, including joint firepower strikes on key targets, a blockade, or a full-scale island landing (which would be preceded by a missile bombardment and
a blockade).27 Those operational concepts were accompanied by the rapid development of
relevant combat capabilities such as short-range cruise and ballistic missiles, advanced fighters, amphibious units, and electronic and psychological warfare capabilities, many of which
were initially deployed in the Nanjing Military Region (MR) opposite Taiwan.28 Countering
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U.S. intervention was integral to each of the major campaigns: Chinese force development thus
highlighted how assets such as submarines, bombers, and long-range anti-ship ballistic missiles
could be used to hold intervening U.S. forces at bay.29

Competing Considerations
Despite its increasing focus on cross-Strait conflict since the 1990s, the PLA also faced new
demands in other regions, while Chinese strategists worried that a war could invite adventurism
by other adversaries. Competing obligations can be grouped into domestic, regional, and global
categories. First, at the domestic level, the experience of the 1989 Tiananmen crisis, the proliferation of “mass incidents” across the country in the 1990s,30 riots that erupted in both Tibet
and Xinjiang in 2008, and the perception of linkages between Uighur “terrorist” groups based in
Central Asia and those in Xinjiang meant that the PLA and its paramilitary cousin, the People’s
Armed Police (PAP), had to perform domestic “counterterrorism” missions and maintain sizable forces in western China and major cities.31 The armed forces thus remained a backstop for
preserving order and protecting the country from internal threats.
Second, the PLA needed to be able to deter and prepare for conflicts with other regional
adversaries. China’s defense white papers illustrate the fluctuations of regional challenges confronting Beijing from 1998 to the present (table 2). Key land missions included maintaining
stability on the Korean Peninsula in light of Pyongyang’s pursuit of nuclear weapons—and the
prospect of a U.S. preemptive strike—and deterring India’s adventurism along the contested
border.32 Frequent U.S. military operations near China’s southern and eastern coasts—the locus
of Chinese economic productivity during the reform era—meant that coastal defense remained
a priority.33 Newer missions facing Chinese planners in the 1990s and 2000s included enforcing
China’s territorial claims in the South and East China seas and securing maritime resources in
light of the perceived provocative actions of other claimants.34 Along with Taiwan, deterring
regional rivals such as India, Japan, and Vietnam undergirded China’s “local wars” military
strategy that, in the words of former CMC vice chairman Liu Huaqing, focused on “countering multiple forms of conflicts from different adversaries.”35 This strategy implied that the PLA
needed to be prepared for conflicts in multiple theaters, train to diverse scenarios, and be able
to deploy at increasing distances.
A related concern was that threats might suddenly appear in areas where the PLA is less
well prepared to respond. The 2013 Science of Strategy notes that neither the 1950–1953 Korean
War, the 1962 Sino-Indian border conflict, nor the 1979 war with Vietnam were fought in regions then designated as the main strategic direction, concluding that modern planners need
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Table 2. Security Challenges Referenced in China’s Defense White Papers, 1998–2019

X

X

Australia Strengthening
Alliances

South China Sea
Infringement

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Japan Militarization

Taiwan Independence

X
X
X
X

Diaoyu/Senkakus
Infringement

Korean Peninsula
Instability

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Uighur/Tibetan
Independence

U.S. Alliances
Strengthening

Afghanistan Instability

South Asia Instability
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2013
2015
2019

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Source: http://www.gov.cn/

to account for “high intensity military conflicts and even local wars that may occur in other
directions.”36 Other scholars make a similar point by historical analogy, arguing (apocryphally)
that despite the ongoing Korean War, Mao Zedong anticipated a U.S. or KMT invasion along
China’s southeast coast and thus strengthened China’s coastal defenses during the war.37 Some
sources also argue that China’s increasing focus on maritime operations should be balanced
against enduring continental missions, including domestic stability and counterterrorism.38
Third, China’s expanding overseas interests required the PLA to operate beyond the immediate periphery. One mission was protecting China’s vulnerable maritime energy supply routes,
a problem known as the “Malacca Dilemma.”39 Notably, the 2015 defense white paper codified a
shift in naval strategy in which “near seas defense,” such as defending maritime claims and preparing for a Taiwan conflict, would have to be balanced with “far seas protection.”40 Missions in
this latter category included anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden beginning in December
2008 and protection of sea lines of communication. The other services also had their own overseas obligations, such as the army’s participation in United Nations (UN) peacekeeping, the air
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force’s role in providing strategic airlift for noncombatant evacuations, and participation by the
army, navy, and air force in overseas exercises.41 These missions implied at least a nascent global
expeditionary capability and training for noncombatant evacuations and other contingencies.42
Chinese strategists also worry about a horizontal escalation of a conflict in the main strategic direction due to the opportunistic behavior of China’s other adversaries. For instance, a 2004
volume notes that separatists will “mutually collude with Taiwan independence forces . . . and
draw upon the support and aid of Western anti-Chinese forces to create disturbances or riots,
or local border rebellions.”43 The authors argue that, “In case something happens in the future
in our main strategic direction, some neighboring countries surely will take advantage of an opportunity to nibble away weak areas which our side controls.”44 Western powers in particular will
leverage a Taiwan conflict to “create disturbances, support . . . a border war provoked by another
nation, and cause a local dispute to be internationalized.”45 The authors conclude that the PLA
needs to maintain “basic stability and avoid the unfavorable situation of two-front operations”
[liang xian zuozhan, 两线作战], thus controlling the “scale, intensity, and scope” of the conflict.46
Other PLA strategic writings contain similar concerns and prescriptions. The 2009 Science
of Joint Operations argues that China’s enemies will exploit “our difficulty in simultaneously attending to matters . . . to service their own ends, and thus will provoke an armed conflict or local
war in the border areas.”47 Likewise, a 2012 instructional volume produced by the Academy of
Military Sciences (AMS) warns that “national secessionist forces” will collude with external “hegemonists” to force China into “two-front operations.”48 The author later warns about a “chain
reaction” [liansuo fanying, 连锁反应] of wars in which another aggressor exploits a conflict
in the main strategic direction to launch an offensive against Chinese interests “in our high
altitude plateau border area” (implicitly referring to India).49 This requires the PLA to improve
its ability to conduct a “joint border area counterattack campaign” [bianjing diqu lianhe fanji
zhanyi, 边境地区联合反击战役].50
In the Xi era, there is an even greater emphasis on preparing for threats that occur outside
the main strategic direction, either by coincidence or due to the opportunistic behavior of other
adversaries. Major General Chen Zhou, an AMS scholar who contributed to the development
of China’s military strategic guidelines, explains:
China’s geostrategic environment is complex. There are different threats and
challenges in various strategic directions and security areas. We must seize the hub
of the main strategic direction . . . [while taking] into account the preparations for
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military struggle in other strategic directions . . . [and] properly respond to chain
reactions.51
Moreover, authoritative sources such as the 2015 defense white paper and speeches by
CMC vice chairman Xu Qiliang and Xi Jinping emphasized the need for the military to operate
effectively in “all strategic directions.”52 This argument reflected a general sense that challenges
to China’s national security increasingly flowed from many directions and took many forms, a
key tenet of Xi’s “holistic national security concept” [zongti guojia anquan guan, 总体国家安
全观] promulgated in 2014.53 An article in the journal of the Central Party School notes that
Entering a new era, with the profound changes in the content of [our] national
interests, various strategic directions may have security problems that infringe
on national interests, which in turn cause serious harm and consequences to the
overall development of the country. This makes any strategic direction likely to
be the main strategic direction. Only by scientifically coordinating the use of
military forces can we effectively respond to security threats in all directions and
ensure the balance and stability of the overall strategy.54
China’s military planners thus faced a dilemma: how to adequately prepare for a conflict with
Taiwan while also ensuring that the country’s interests in other regions can be maintained prior
to and during a war. How can we assess the PLA’s ability to manage this dilemma?

Framework for Analysis
The specific characteristics of the PLA’s Taiwan dilemma are unique, but other militaries have wrestled with the general problem of balancing responsibilities across theaters. The
closest modern parallels are Russia and the United States during and after the Cold War. The
Soviet Union, like China, was a continental power with adversaries at multiple points along its
long frontiers. Following the Sino-Soviet split, Moscow had to consider how forces could defeat
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) while retaining adequate capabilities to deter
hostile Chinese forces in the east (a third front, in the southwest, opened with the 1979 revolution in Iran and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan that began the same year).55 More recent
Russian doctrine calls for the “deployment of groups of troops (forces) in potentially dangerous
strategic directions and their readiness for combat use.”56 For their part, U.S. planners during
the Cold War struggled to develop the right “force-sizing” construct to deal with the primary
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Soviet threat in Central Europe and confront other challenges such as China, North Vietnam,
and Soviet proxy wars.57 After the Cold War, the Department of Defense shifted to a standard
of preparing for two “major regional conflicts,” such as Iran or North Korea.58 In the absence of
a superpower threat that would justify a larger force structure, the 2001 Quadrennial Defense
Review adopted a capabilities-based model to determine the forces that would be needed to
address more diffuse challenges, but retained the requirement that U.S. forces be able to defeat
aggression against U.S. allies in two separate theaters.59
The U.S. and Russian cases suggest that balancing obligations in different regions requires
capable forces at the theater level, the ability to quickly reallocate forces between theaters, and a
capacity to conduct multitheater operations. Achieving these goals requires planners to consider
five problems. First, prioritizing challenges at the national level and, based on that assessment,
generating capabilities for theater commanders. Second, distributing forces across theaters in
a way that reflects those priorities. Third, having an agile command structure for multitheater
operations and other large contingencies. Fourth, possessing a logistics system that can quickly
redeploy forces and sustain them in distant locations. Fifth, ensuring that troops are adequately
trained to operate beyond their home theaters. This section discusses each of these problems.

Force Development
One characteristic of a system able to handle multiple challenges is the ability to prioritize
strategic and operational requirements and, according to that assessment, develop capabilities
needed by theater commanders. This implies an ability to minimize parochialism and other
factors that lead to misalignments between operations and resources. In the Soviet 5-year planning cycle, the General Staff adjudicated between the competing demands of the services and,
by controlling the calendar and terms of reference for key decisions, kept the “services off balance in their advocacy for certain programs.”60 The U.S. process, currently known as Planning,
Programming, Budgeting, and Execution, was conceived in the early 1960s to ensure that procurement decisions reflected operational demands and not arbitrary budget constraints, while
reducing development of duplicative capabilities.61 The Chinese system should also be able to
generate capabilities that meet the major requirements of deterring and defeating adversaries
in the main strategic direction and other theaters, while minimizing bureaucratic resistance.

Force Distribution
At the theater level, the distribution of combat units and modern equipment should reflect
the hierarchy of operational priorities. Soviet forces were concentrated in the west to prepare
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for a conflict with NATO, although, between the mid-1960s and mid-1970s, forces based in
the Far East tripled to deal with the Chinese threat.62 Meanwhile, U.S. planners calibrated the
ratios of forces needed in Europe and Asia, with some of the best assets reserved in the former
theater to blunt a potential Soviet invasion and maintain Strategic Air Command’s deterrent.63
The Soviet collapse led to a major drawdown of U.S. forces in Western Europe, but challenges
from China and North Korea meant that a similar reduction did not occur in the Pacific.64 In
recent years, the U.S. military has also begun to deploy some of its most advanced air and naval
assets to Asia.65 Chinese planners similarly need to consider how to allocate forces, defined in
terms of number of units and advanced equipment, between the main strategic direction and
other theaters.

Command and Control
The problem of a multifront war, or a large campaign in which resources need to be redeployed from other regions, requires effective coordination between national and theater-level
commanders. In such circumstances, the Soviet Supreme High Command would have overseen
the entire war effort and approved redeployment of forces, while giving the regional theaters
latitude on how to employ those forces.66 Russia today has instituted a joint system based on
four military districts, with coordination provided by the General Staff.67 In the U.S. military,
the National Command Authority (President and Secretary of Defense), supported by the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, would provide national coordination for the combatant commands and make
determinations about the reallocation of forces. The PLA command structure also needs to be
able to effectively coordinate among different levels, including the ability to quickly shift from
peacetime to wartime operations.68

Logistics
If forces within a theater prove insufficient during a conflict, the system should be able to
rapidly transfer and sustain reinforcements from other regions. In the mid-1980s, the Central
Intelligence Agency estimated that Soviet forces could sustain themselves during a conflict in
their respective theaters for 2 to 3 months before requiring a shift in resources across theaters.
This shift would primarily be accomplished along rail lines but might also require transport
aircraft for lighter units.69 U.S. doctrine before and after the Cold War emphasized strategic
sea- and airlift to enable the transfers of troops and supplies from the homeland to overseas
commands. In recent decades, U.S. forces have increasingly relied on information support to
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ensure that forces can be quickly redeployed and sustained at a global level.70 Chinese planners
also need to consider how troops and materiel can be redeployed across theaters when required.

Human Capital
In a conflict requiring forces to be redistributed among theaters, a key question is whether
those supporting forces are agile enough to respond to new situations. A declassified 1982 U.S.
National Intelligence Estimate judged that the specialization of Soviet forces in different regions
might have reduced interoperability. For instance, forces based in the Caucasus were not well
prepared for operations against NATO forces in Central Europe.71 During the Cold War, U.S.
plans called for a strategic reserve of general purpose forces that could be employed anywhere,
although in practice most were trained for European contingencies.72 The current U.S. system
encourages agility by regularly transferring officers through different regional assignments. The
PLA would also need to determine whether personnel are sufficiently versatile to handle new
responsibilities.

Evaluating the Chinese System
The assessment in this section shows that the PLA has both strengths and weaknesses in
each of the categories identified above. Key strengths include a planning process that aligns resource development with operations, forces distributed according to theater needs, a coherent
joint command structure within the theaters, a joint logistics system that can quickly reallocate
resources among theaters, and combat-oriented joint training. Many of these strengths reflect
improvements under recent reforms led by Xi. Persistent weaknesses include bureaucratic compromises and resistance that skew force development away from operational priorities, limited
capabilities to conduct combat operations beyond Asia, a convoluted command structure for a
multitheater war, overreliance on information systems in the logistics system, and a rigid personnel system that reduces exposure to multiple problem sets.

Force Development
The PLA’s ability to effectively generate and distribute capabilities across theaters rests on
a coherent resourcing process. Based on the Soviet model, PLA troops, materiel, and other resources are determined through a centralized planning process, the most important component
of which is the compilation of successive 5-year national defense plans.73 The blueprint of the
current PLA reforms, for instance, is tied to the 13th Five-Year Plan (2016–2020).74 Planning and
execution of the plans has fallen to different parts of the PLA. The former General Armament
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Department oversaw procurement and research and development (albeit with only a limited
ability to coordinate activities of the navy, air force, and Rocket Force), while the General Staff
Department’s Strategic Planning Department conducted “net assessment of evolving national
security challenges” and determined “future capabilities to meet challenges.”75 Xi-era reforms
have also promoted efficient resourcing,76 including through a major anti-corruption campaign
designed in part to reduce graft in the acquisition system.77
However, the PLA’s resourcing system contains two interrelated weaknesses that could
result in misalignments between resources and operations. First, there are difficulties in making
hard choices. Susan Shirk notes that, in communist systems, “drastic changes in policy direction or massive shifts in the allocation of resources are inhibited by the requirement that all
agencies agree to them.”78 Despite the centralization of power under Xi, such tendencies likely
persist in the PLA: Xi has no incentive to antagonize major interest groups within the military,
as evidenced by his willingness to blunt the negative political consequences of downsizing the
ground forces by offering affected officers new positions.79 Moreover, PLA interlocutors suggest
that there is no effective CMC mechanism to resolve disputes between competing bureaucracies.80 The reforms created a new CMC Strategic Planning Office, but this office is relatively low
in the PLA bureaucratic hierarchy and likely plays only an analytic and coordination role.81 Such
problems could reduce the PLA’s ability to prioritize the main strategic direction over the other
theaters when allocating resources.
Second, there are bureaucratic rivalries. Faced with declining budget growth, the services
may overemphasize their specific capabilities and challenge the effectiveness of programs being
pursued by other services.82 The army, in particular, is under pressure to justify its status as the
largest service given the PLA’s emphasis on building capabilities in other domains. One option
has been to highlight its central role in amphibious operations against Taiwan.83 The navy and
air force are each waging campaigns to stress their own unique capabilities, with the former
highlighting its role in the South China Sea and the latter focusing on Taiwan.84 Recent reforms,
which placed a diminished army headquarters at the same bureaucratic level as the other services, and removed the service chiefs from the CMC, likely only compound these rivalries.
Competition between the TCs could involve attempts to inflate the importance of their respective missions. For instance, Eastern TC leaders have stressed their responsibilities for leading operations in the main strategic direction, implying the need for resources commensurate
with this status, though it is not difficult to imagine other theaters making similar arguments
based on their own primary missions.85 However, the Eastern TC is not bureaucratically senior
to the other theaters, who will argue why they should not be left behind.86 As with the services,
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this could mean demonstrating their relevance to a Taiwan scenario or explaining the urgency
of other problems—for instance, the Western TC might emphasize threats on the Sino-Indian
border. Mixed threat assessments that reach the CMC could lead to pressure to allocate more
resources to the secondary theaters.87 Bureaucratic rivalries are compounded by the aforementioned lack of a strong central mechanism to arbitrate disputes.

Force Distribution
Despites drags on resourcing efficiency, Chinese forces are postured relatively effectively
to operate in the main strategic direction while fulfilling other missions. As would be expected, forces that would participate in the primary cross-strait campaigns are arrayed along the
southeast coast. A joint firepower strike would be led by China’s 10 short-range ballistic missile
brigades based in the Eastern and Southern TCs (figure 1). These units possess between 750
and 1,500 missiles—which could reach any of Taiwan’s air bases, communications networks,
leadership compounds, or other key targets—to “break the Taiwan people’s resolve.”88 (Longer

Figure 1. Approximate Theater Command Boundaries

Source: Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China
(Washington, DC: Department of Defense, 2016), 2.
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range missiles that would target intervening U.S. forces could be deployed deeper in China’s
interior.89) Regarding a blockade, the nearly three-dozen diesel submarines based in the same
two theaters would play an integral role in mining Taiwan’s ports, while the more than 500 PLA
Navy and Air Force combat aircraft located in range of Taiwan would establish air superiority
and target any blockade-runners.90
The PLA has also concentrated its amphibious and airborne forces in the Eastern TC and
adjacent theaters. The main landing force would be drawn from amphibious brigades under
the Eastern TC’s three group armies (71st, 72nd, and 73rd), and supplemented by those under
the Southern TC’s two group armies (74th and 75th), PLA Navy Marine Corps brigades (also
based in the Southern TC), and airborne brigades located in the Central TC.91 Recent reforms
that intended to strengthen these capabilities include a shift from divisions to amphibious and
airborne brigades (which promotes greater maneuverability) and the planned expansion of the
marine corps from roughly 10,000 to 30,000 personnel by 2020.92 These brigades would be supported by an assortment of other forces based in the Eastern TC, including the aforementioned
submarines and combat aircraft, a robust integrated air defense system, psychological warfare
forces, reserve and militia units,93 and the PAP, which would maintain rear area security.94
The PLA’s distribution of forces across the TCs means that other rivals could likely be
deterred or defeated during a war with Taiwan. Domestically, the PLA continues to deploy two
group armies in the Western TC as well as forces under the Tibet and Xinjiang Military Districts, which—along with paramilitary forces—could be mobilized to suppress ethnic unrest.95
At the regional level, all five TCs have two or three group armies and a mix of fighter and attack aircraft brigades (table 3). The shift to a standardized air force and army brigade structure,
which has been mostly completed under recent reforms, increases interoperability among the
TCs (though some highly specialized units, such as mountain brigades located in Tibet, would
have little utility in other contexts).96 The three coastal theaters have a similar number of diesel
submarines and destroyers, which are augmented by the coast guard and maritime militias.97
These naval assets could also be shifted among theaters relatively easily. Qualitatively, all TCs
possess at least some of the most advanced weapons and equipment: each, for example, possesses Type 99 main battle tanks and fourth-generation fighters such as J-10As, J-11Bs, J-16s,
and Su-30MKKs,98 while all three fleets possess the latest Luyang III destroyers and Jiangkai II
frigates. These capabilities would be used to deter or punish smaller rivals who might seek to
exploit a Taiwan conflict for their own purposes.
If forces based in the TCs are insufficient to accomplish their respective missions, assets
controlled at the national level could be deployed to support TC commanders. These include
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Table 3. Combat Capability Distribution Across Theater Commands
Eastern
Group
Armies

Nuclear
attack
submarines
Diesel
submarines
Destroyers
Frigates
Marine
brigades
Attack units
Fighter
ground attack
brigades
Fighter units
Bomber
regiments
Airborne
brigades

Northern

Western

2

PLA Army
3

3

2 (+ Xinjiang
and Tibet
Military
Districts)

0

2

PLA Navy
N/A

4

N/A

16

16

N/A

18

N/A

9
20
0

11
19
2

N/A
N/A
N/A

8
12
1

N/A
N/A
N/A

2 reg, 3 bd
7

1 bd
0

3

Southern

Central

PLA Air Force
0
3

2 reg, 1 bd
6

0
8

1 reg, 3 bd
3

3 reg
3

4 reg, 2 bd
0

4 reg, 2 bd
0

3 reg, 4 bd
3

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

Conventional 6
SRBM
brigades

4

PLA Rocket Force
0

Sources: China Military Power: Modernizing a Force to Fight and Win (Washington, DC: Defense Intelligence Agency, 2019), 63–82; The Military Balance 2018 (London: International Institute of Strategic Studies, 2018); Fiona S.
Cunningham and M. Taylor Fravel, “Assuring Assured Retaliation: China’s Nuclear Posture and U.S.-China Strategic Stability,” International Security 40, no. 22 (Fall 2015), 43.
Key: bd = brigade; reg = regiment; SRBM = short-range ballistic missile
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bombers, airborne, and heavy transport aircraft, which remain under PLA Air Force headquarters, and long-range conventional strike assets, such as DF-21 medium-range ballistic
missiles and DF-21D anti-ship ballistic missiles, which are likely under CMC control.99 Some
national assets may not need to be physically relocated, increasing their flexible use across theaters. For instance, cyber warfare units under the Strategic Support Force, many of which are
physically located in the Beijing area, could be quickly reallocated to different TCs (though it
is unclear how proficient these units would be in penetrating the computer networks of different adversaries).100 In theory, the PLA might also be able to shift the targets of its psychological
operations without having to move personnel, although the only known unit responsible for
this discipline is focused on Taiwan contingencies.101
A continuing weakness is the absence of significant combat capabilities beyond China’s
periphery. Current Chinese overseas deployments consist of a few thousand troops supporting
UN peacekeeping operations,102 three or four ships conducting anti-piracy operations in the
Gulf of Aden, and a single overseas base in Djibouti.103 These forces are sufficient for minor nontraditional security operations but are not well postured for larger combat operations, such as
protecting Chinese maritime energy imports in the face of U.S. interdiction.104 Beijing has tried
to mitigate the Malacca Dilemma by diversifying maritime supply routes and building overland
pipelines, but in the absence of a much larger PLA navy presence in the Indian Ocean, risks will
remain that might be exploited by China’s adversaries during a Taiwan conflict.105 Compounding this problem is the lack of both a global command structure that could coordinate joint operations in the “far seas” and a network of allies and overseas bases that could support logistics
sustainment along exterior lines.106

Command and Control
The PLA’s newly reformed joint command structure appears agile enough to handle smaller contingencies that occur at a regional level, but serious questions remain regarding its ability
to supervise multitheater operations. Prior to 2016, the system was highly fragmented and inefficient. Seven MRs were tasked with defending different areas of the country but held peacetime control only over the ground forces. Naval, air, and conventional missile forces reported
through their respective service headquarters. During a crisis, PLA doctrine envisioned that
a temporary “war zone,” overseeing units drawn from all the services, would be established
(with some personnel seconded from the General Staff Department in Beijing).107 This system
reduced readiness because forces from the different services typically did not train or interact
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with each other during peacetime, and this likely would have resulted in major delays in transitioning from peacetime to wartime operations.
Recent reforms have made great strides in overcoming these problems. Like the MRs, the
TCs are aligned against specific regional challenges.108 The difference is that TC commanders
have both peacetime and wartime authority over air, land, maritime, and at least some conventional missile forces, and unlike the MRs—which doubled as an administrative headquarters
for the army—focus their efforts on operational matters, including planning and joint training
tailored to regional contingencies.109 Each TC also operates a joint operations command center, which monitors the security environment and coordinates activities among the different
services. This system is designed to ensure that theater forces can deter regional adversaries,
conduct peacetime operations, and respond quickly to crises. It is especially well postured for
less demanding contingencies, such as a minor border skirmish.110
During a Taiwan conflict, the other TCs would be able to continue to function with relatively limited oversight. The CMC, through its Joint Staff Department (JSD), would likely monitor the readiness of forces to respond to provocations in other theaters, but TC commanders
would have the requisite authority to conduct normal operations. The emphasis would likely
be on maintaining stability and reducing tensions with other adversaries so that the JSD could
focus on the main strategic direction. In the event of a crisis in a secondary theater, TC commanders would execute preexisting contingency plans but would seek CMC approval before
any significant escalation of tensions. The TCs would also coordinate with local PAP units to
ensure that any signs of domestic upheaval could be quickly suppressed.111
By contrast, the PLA would face far greater challenges in exercising command of largescale operations in the main strategic direction.112 One of the complications is the involvement
of forces from multiple TCs and services. While the Eastern TC controls conventional forces
within its geographic boundaries and would likely supervise integrated “operations groups”
[zuozhan jituan, 作战集团] in various domains during wartime, each of the main cross-Strait
campaigns would require extensive coordination with other commands.113 Missile and blockade
campaigns would involve both the Eastern and Southern TCs, where some participating units
are based.114 An island landing would also involve coordination between the Eastern TC and air
force headquarters, which controls “national assets,” such as airborne, transport, and bomber
units.115 The other TCs might also play a role as backup command headquarters or dispatch
personnel to augment the Eastern TC joint operations command center.
In all campaigns, the PLA would also need to be able to monitor and disrupt intervening
U.S. forces, which would involve Chinese submarines and bombers operating beyond the First
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Island Chain, long-range conventional missiles based in multiple TCs, and Strategic Support
Force space, cyber, and electronic warfare capabilities.116 Some operations would take place beyond the geographic areas of responsibility of any of the TCs, raising questions about command
and control. One possible solution is that the services, which have nominally been removed
from the operational chain of command, would continue to supervise units operating far from
China’s coasts (such as submarines deployed to the Philippine Sea, which might report through
navy headquarters). The Rocket Force, which maintains the nuclear deterrent, would also be
involved.117
Given the participation of a wide array of forces operating in multiple regions, it is fair to
assume that a Taiwan conflict would be supervised by the JSD, which sits above the TCs and
services (figure 2).118 The actual coordination of forces would likely occur through the JSD’s joint
operations command center in Beijing (which Xi Jinping nominally directs as “commander-inchief ”).119 Xi’s role would likely be to ensure buy-in for critical decisions from the Politburo
Standing Committee, although his stature in the system would give him greater authority than
his two predecessors to propose and implement strategic decisions based on advice from his key
military advisers.120 That modus operandi would accord with the desire by top officials to tightly

Figure 2. Notional PLA Command and Control for a Taiwan Conflict
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control the pace, scope, and intensity of the war given the enormous political and strategic stakes
involved. Although this argument is largely inferential, it is notable that at least in one case, the
JSD appears to have directly led a Taiwan-focused exercise involving all five TCs.121
Centralized control over operational decisions, however, would incur various risks. One is
that the need to secure higher level authorization for battlefield maneuvers could create delays
and allow China’s adversaries to seize the initiative in a rapidly unfolding crisis. Another risk
is that the JSD, focused on managing operational details in the main strategic direction, might
not have the capacity to supervise an escalating conflict in another theater if deterrence were to
fail or to properly analyze the tradeoffs of redeploying forces. Such a system would also place
a heavy emphasis on the JSD’s ability to maintain reliable communications with forces at the
theater level and below. The PLA has attempted to address this dilemma by fielding “robust,
redundant communications networks to improve commanders’ situational awareness,” but any
disruptions in a centralized system could paralyze forces at lower levels.122

Logistics
While many smaller contingencies could be handled by forces already based in the TCs,
there are some situations in which the PLA would need to redeploy troops, ammunition, equipment, and other scarce resources. In an island landing, for instance, some amphibious or airborne units might need to be relocated to the Eastern TC from adjacent theaters. Anticipating
potential chain reactions, some PLA forces might also be redeployed at the outset of a Taiwan
conflict to increase deterrence of other regional antagonists.123 For instance, Beijing might augment forces in the Southern, Western, and Northern TCs with active army and air force units
under the Central TC (one of whose roles is to serve as a strategic reserve), in addition to mobilizing reserve and militia units.124 Based on these kinds of scenarios, Chinese strategists highlight the need for forces to be able to quickly pivot to different “strategic directions.”125
China’s logistics system is relatively well postured to meet these objectives. One advantage
is the ability to rely on civilian resources to transport and sustain forces. PLA troops moving
among theaters would rely on interior lines, including national highways and rail systems, as
well as domestic airspace (though these advantages would disappear for units operating far
beyond China’s coasts).126 Regulations such as the 2016 National Defense Transportation Law
mandate the construction of civilian transportation infrastructure to military standards, which
facilitates the reallocation of PLA personnel and materiel among theaters.127 New procedures
for outsourcing the procurement of military supplies to civilian firms were also designed, helping to ease the burden of resupplying troops in distant field locations.128
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Recent organizational reforms also remove bureaucratic impediments to the redeployment
of critical resources. Prior to 2016, the logistics system was fragmented between the former
General Logistics Department and the MRs, which led to poor standardization and an overly
complicated system for inter-theater transfers, but Xi-era reforms have created a more centralized system under the Joint Logistic Support Force (JLSF) (figure 3).129 This force oversees five
joint logistics support centers, each based in a different TC, which in turn manage mobile logistics brigades and fixed sites such as warehouses, refueling stations, and hospitals. During a
crisis, the JLSF—likely under the JSD’s authority—would be able to reposition assets according
to operational needs. This system operated relatively smoothly during the 2020 Wuhan coronavirus crisis, in which the JLSF mobilized more than 4,000 medics and thousands of units of
critical medical supplies drawn from all five support centers.130 Moreover, that experience likely
resulted in lessons learned that could be employed during larger contingencies.
Nevertheless, several weaknesses could constrain PLA logistics during a conflict. First is a
strategic airlift deficit. China’s current inventory consists of only 20 Russian-made IL-76 heavy

Figure 3. Joint Logistic Support Force Structure
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transports and a dozen indigenous Y-20s, supported by 50 smaller Y-8s.131 Those numbers fall
far short of what would be required to move forces within and among theaters during a war,
though Y-20 production in the coming years will reduce that challenge.132 Second is the PLA’s
potential overreliance on information technology, such as GPS and computerized inventorying, to track supplies across a distributed network. While these systems are designed to enable
“precision” logistics across long distances, they could become a vulnerability if adversaries are
able to disrupt them.133 Third are indications that—despite the newly centralized system—joint
logistics forces could still be placed under direct TC control during wartime.134 This would
promote unity of command at the theater level but could complicate the transfer of resources
among theaters if TC commanders argue against such decisions.

Human Capital
The PLA has been working to improve the quality of its personnel through a variety of recent reforms, which will support an improving capability to operate both within and across theaters.135 Chinese leaders perceive the lack of PLA combat experience as a comparative disadvantage, but are trying to bridge this gap through “combat-realistic” training, advanced wargames
and simulations, more combat-oriented professional military education curricula, and parceling out experience to rising officers in real-world situations such as humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief, UN peacekeeping operations, and anti-piracy missions.136 Xi-era reforms have
also led to the creation of a CMC Training and Management Department that establishes joint
training standards,137 conducts inspections of field exercises, and supervises the professional
military education system.138
Reforms have been particularly effective in improving readiness within the theaters.139 Under a streamlined set of responsibilities focused on joint forces, the TCs oversee joint training
and have developed programs for cultivating joint staff officers (who, among other tasks, are
responsible for operating the joint operations command centers).140 Regular joint training, including “blue force” confrontation exercises and joint exercises within each of the TCs tailored
to region-specific contingencies, helps increase confidence and readiness, though recent exercises have typically not been held above the brigade level.141
Improvements in PLA training and education could also help promote mobility and interoperability across theater boundaries. Cross-theater exercises held since 2009 have involved
not only the ground forces, but also navy, marine corps, airborne, and other forces (and sometimes units from multiple services), and have required commanders to resolve problems such as
deploying across long distances, sustaining troops far away from their home bases, coordinating
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with units in different theaters, and responding to new situations.142 These exercises, along with
those held within the theater, have likely helped to reduce the PLA’s self-assessed shortage of
competent officers.143 Moreover, reforms to the professional military education system that bring
“joint” education to more junior officers may help to establish a common framework for planning and conducting joint operations, which would likewise help to increase interoperability in
a major conflict.144
A continuing weakness is the lack of a rotational assignment system. PLA officers spend
most of their careers in a single theater and do not rotate until a relatively senior level. The
tradeoff is that officers gain a detailed understanding of problems within their specific regions,
but have limited exposure to other challenges, which reduces their ability to quickly adapt to
new situations. The personnel system also likely exacerbates problems associated with the PLA’s
convoluted command structure for a multitheater war, since officers in the JSD, Eastern TC, and
other commands might lack strong personal relationships and an understanding of each other’s
responsibilities and personal strengths and weaknesses, which could frustrate quick decisionmaking and execution.145 A rotation system has been discussed among Chinese strategists for
several years but has not been implemented.146 Table 4 provides a summary of the findings in
the section above.

Political Confidence
A logical consequence of a PLA better able to manage a Taiwan conflict while fulfilling
other missions is greater confidence on the part of Chinese leaders that the system will perform
as intended during wartime. Nevertheless, a key intervening variable is the nature of the relationship between the CMC chairmen and their military advisers. All of China’s civilian leaders
since Deng Xiaoping have used strategies such as personnel appointments and control over the
budget to cultivate authority within the military.147 However, the results have varied. Hu Jintao,
in particular, is widely regarded as a weak leader (a problem compounded by Jiang’s continued presence as CMC chairman for 2 years following Hu’s arrival as party general secretary).
Hu also presided over a military that was increasingly corrupt, with some of the most serious
allegations levied against CMC vice chairmen appointed by Jiang, and yet had little ability to
intervene.148 Hu’s confidence in his military advisers was thus likely diminished by his inability
to rein in the PLA bureaucracy.
Under Xi Jinping, the balance of power has shifted in favor of the CMC chairman. Xi has
carefully cultivated an image of a powerful military leader, one example being his campaign
to restore the “CMC chairman responsibility system.”149 He has also used various methods to
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Table 4. Summary of Assessment
Area

Force Planning Goal PLA Strengths

PLA Weaknesses

Force Development

Capabilities are
generated according to
operational priorities

Force Distribution

Forces are distributed
according to theater
requirements

Tendency to avoid
hard choices;
interservice and
theater rivalries
Limited ability to
prosecute major
overseas conflict
(e.g., disruption of
energy supplies)

Command and
Control

Convoluted system
for conducting
multitheater
operations/large
contingency;
excessive
centralization;
reliance on
command and
control networks
Civil-military
Forces can be readily
Limited strategic
deployed and sustained cooperation; revised airlift; reliance
joint logistics
in other theaters
on IT networks;
structure empowers unclear theater
central authorities
command
responsibilities in
wartime
Key personnel are able Cross-theater
Lack of a rotational
to respond to new
exercises and training assignment system
situations
reforms promote
leads to myopia
proficiency and
readiness

Logistics

Human Capital

National resourcing
process based on
Five-Year plans

Well-distributed
combat forces
opposite Taiwan
and in other theater
commands; national
assets that can
support operations in
multiple regions
National command can Theater commanders
oversee multitheater
with authority over
operations
conventional forces
in their regions

increase his leverage, including appointments of key commanders, the “stick” of the anti-corruption campaign, personal involvement in key decisions, structural changes that broke up fiefdoms
such as the former general departments, and other factors.150 Moreover, Xi has installed trusted
agents within the CMC General Office, which enhances his ability to control the bureaucracy.151
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These factors would likely increase Xi’s confidence in a military assessment that China could
withstand other national security threats during a Taiwan conflict (assuming that was the assessment presented to him by his military advisers).
Nevertheless, having served as CMC vice chairman for 2 years under Hu, Xi is familiar
with the PLA’s pattern of obfuscation about its own activities (such as the scale of corruption).152
He has also received bad advice from the military on occasion, such as the PLA Air Force’s view
that there would not be much negative international reaction to establishing an Air Defense
Identification Zone covering the East China Sea. Thus, at least a latent distrust likely remains
between Xi and his military advisers, which could become a weakness prior to and during a
conflict. For instance, if Xi were to receive evidence that particular weapons or capabilities are
not working as intended, or if he learns about problems related to the readiness of specific units
or the loyalty of key personnel, he might decide to delay or shelve a decision to use force until
the problem can be thoroughly investigated. This effect is likely to be most pronounced in cases
where that information is gained outside of normal channels and despite reassuring military
claims to the contrary because Xi might wonder what else the PLA might be concealing about
its vulnerabilities. As discussed below, these and other weaknesses in the Chinese system may
be exploited by Washington and Taipei to complicate Chinese decisionmaking and operations.

Implications for U.S. Defense Strategy
Most U.S. discussions on Taiwan’s defense focus on two areas: the specific equipment,
training, and doctrine that Taiwan needs to bolster its defenses, and the ways in which U.S.
forces can successfully continue to operate in an antiaccess/area-denial environment. However,
concepts of defending Taiwan can also be discussed context of China’s limited ability to handle
multiple problems. The following sections explain how the United States may leverage that vulnerability to assist Taiwan by forcing Chinese strategists to overextend their resources across
multiple problems in peacetime and by complicating the PLA’s ability to handle multiple contingencies in wartime (figure 4).

Aggravating China’s Dilemma During Peacetime
A useful peacetime strategy to exploit the weaknesses identified above would minimize
the PLA’s ability to focus on the main strategic direction by maximizing operational problems
in other theaters. This approach would compound the fundamental dilemma facing Chinese
planners—deciding how much to focus on Taiwan versus other missions—while leveraging
weaknesses in the PLA’s resourcing system. In particular, the strategy would aim to reduce the
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Figure 4. Summary of the Proposed Strategy
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influence of the ground forces and the Eastern TC, which are the actors most invested in preparing for the PLA’s primary contingency, and play to a decisionmaking system in which the
most convenient solution is often to divide up the pie with as many winners as possible.153 Key
components of this strategy would include continuing to strengthen U.S. defense relations with
China’s neighbors, conducting dynamic U.S. military operations across the region, and maintaining a focus on U.S. defense cooperation with Taiwan.
Stronger U.S. Defense Relations in Other Theaters
Both the Obama administration’s “rebalance to Asia” and the current Indo-Pacific strategy have focused strongly on improving ties with a range of allies and partners around China’s
borders.154 That focus has included regular high-level visits to the Pacific theater, high-end combined exercises, new basing and access agreements, and arms sales. From the perspective of
defending Taiwan, a virtue of these activities and operations is drawing the PLA’s resources to
other problems (as referenced in Chinese discussions on the need to be prepared for conflict
in “all” strategic directions, and not overly focused on a single contingency). However, sustaining that effect in light of Chinese regional countermoves, such as through the Belt and Road
Initiative, requires further strengthening of relations with states at various points along China’s
periphery.
In Southeast Asia, the United States should maintain a robust forward presence; strengthen alliances with the Philippines and Thailand; conduct combined exercises in the South China
Sea, including combat drills with Japan, India, and Australia;155 and assist China’s other rivals
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(including Vietnam) to acquire advanced systems such as such as short-range anti-ship missiles
and integrated air defenses, which would stress China’s coercive capabilities.156 These systems
should be coordinated with higher end U.S. capabilities, such as long-range sensors and cyber
weapons.157 Moreover, U.S. strategic communications should find ways to effectively communicate these developments to Chinese military observers. Such activities would sustain Chinese
attention on problems in the South China Sea, serve as an argument for additional resources for
the navy and the Southern TC, and justify the acquisition of equipment less critical for crossstrait operations.158
U.S. leaders should also emphasize stronger defense partnerships with states along China’s
northern and western borders. A resumption of major U.S.–Republic of Korea exercises and
other alliance upgrades, for instance, will draw China’s attention to Korean Peninsula contingencies and provide a resourcing argument for the Northern TC.159 Increasing U.S. defense
cooperation with India, which some Chinese strategists portray as a major “secondary strategic
direction,” would play into Chinese concerns about the challenges a rising India may pose to
China’s claims in the Himalayas and Chinese shipping in the Indian Ocean, arguments the
Western TC and the navy could use to lobby for resources.160 Moreover, greater cooperation
with India and other regional powers at the trilateral level and through the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue framework would aggravate Chinese concerns about an “Asian NATO” taking
shape around China’s borders.161 The downside is that these activities will invite Chinese countermoves, but a less recognized benefit is that they reduce the PLA’s ability to focus on the main
strategic direction.
This part of the strategy does not imply that Washington should encourage other states to
escalate their territorial disputes with China or become more actively involved in those conflicts.
It also does not support attempts to arm Chinese dissident groups, such as in Xinjiang or Tibet.
One of the primary reasons why China has avoided the use of force on Taiwan thus far has been
the calculation that a conflict involving the United States would impose unacceptable costs on
China’s economic development. A more brazen U.S. approach could undermine Chinese elites
who prioritize those economic ties and lend credence to those who advocate a “decoupling” of
the relationship to reduce Chinese dependence on U.S. imports and technology (voices that are
already empowered as the trade war heats up). While the United States should maintain a credible deterrent posture and assist states seeking to resist Chinese coercion, Washington should
also ensure that Sino-U.S. relations do not fall to such a low level that the economic constraints
on the use of force become weakened.162
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Dynamic U.S. Military Operations
Another leg of the strategy involves refining the concept of “dynamic force employment”
championed by former defense secretary James Mattis, which prioritizes operations that are
hard to predict, showcase maneuverability and flexibility, and help address particular strategic
challenges. Such operations should demonstrate U.S. capabilities and resolve to operate in the
maritime commons and airspace across China’s littorals, leading the PLA to question its own
ability to respond.163 This would be the reverse of George Kennan’s more reactive containment
strategy—the U.S. military, in a sense, would flex its muscles proactively at a “series of constantly shifting geographical and political points,” forcing the PLA to be on high alert in multiple
directions.164 One example is exercising unscheduled carrier operations in the Yellow and East
and South China seas, paralleling recent operations around Russia’s periphery.165 Such operations would likewise complicate the problems facing Chinese planners and serve as a resourcing
argument for PLA actors less central to a Taiwan campaign.
Focused U.S.-Taiwan Cooperation
A visible increase in U.S.-Taiwan defense relations, such as those prescribed in recent U.S.
legislation, would represent a strong response to recent patterns of Chinese aggression toward
Taiwan. However, U.S. officials also need to consider that bold gestures would run the risk of
overshadowing other problems in China’s security environment, provide a powerful funding
argument for the Eastern TC, and make it easier for CMC leaders to justify reducing resources
allocated to other theaters. To resolve this dilemma, U.S. military engagements with Taiwan
should remain focused on areas most critical to Taiwan’s defense. This implies caution in activities such as high-level U.S. visits to Taiwan and the approval of the sale of high-profile weapons
but supports the provision of low-profile assets, such as coastal defense cruise missiles and
sea mines. Continuing to focus on such “asymmetric and innovative” areas would be consistent with Taiwan’s current military strategy and would complicate the PLA’s assessments of its
prospects in a future amphibious operation against Taiwan, while avoiding a sharp increase in
Chinese attention to cross-Strait contingencies.166

Complicating Chinese Decisionmaking in a Conflict
A tenet in U.S. doctrine is frustrating adversary decisionmaking by overwhelming its capacity to handle multiple problems. The concept is not particularly new: the 2006 U.S. concept for major combat operations stated that joint forces will achieve success when “operational
movement and maneuver . . . occur in a distributed manner to create continuous pressure and
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multiple dilemmas that enemy leaders find hard to combat.”167 Signaling its currency in U.S.
Indo-Pacific Command, a 2018 article co-authored by the U.S. Pacific Air Forces commander
explains that the U.S. military can shape opponent decisions by “rapidly presenting the adversary with multiple dilemmas, degrading adversary leadership’s sense of control,” and “enhancing the complexity of the situation, instilling doubt in the adversary leadership’s mind of their
own capabilities.”168 Similar views are also enshrined in the U.S. Army’s concept of multidomain
operations and the Air Force’s future operating concept.169
If deterrence fails, several PLA weaknesses could be exploited to present the CMC with
multiple dilemmas in the early phases of a conflict. These options are primarily focused on
Phase 2 (“seize the initiative”) in the U.S. planning construct, though some may also be applicable to Phase 3 (“dominate”). The options laid out below—including targeting the PLA’s command and control and logistics networks, information operations that aggravate civil-military
distrust, precision strikes from multiple directions, and a “far seas” blockade—aim to exploit
vulnerabilities in China’s ability to coordinate large-scale operations and shift resources among
theaters, while trading on human capital deficiencies and other weaknesses. Moreover, these
options attempt to follow the 2018 National Defense Strategy’s prescription of “expanding the
competitive space, seizing the initiative where we possess advantages and they lack strength.”170
Attacks on Critical Networks
As discussed above, the JSD would likely supervise and potentially even micromanage
a wide range of forces during wartime. Unity of command could thus become a key center of
gravity that U.S. forces could target in the early stages of a Taiwan conflict.171 Given that the PLA
has likely already built in redundancies to address this problem, U.S. planners should consider
how a range of operations could disrupt the links between different parts of the system, especially between the CMC and operational units. This could be accomplished through offensive
cyber operations that disable entire networks or by creating enough doubts about the authenticity or accuracy of information that units hesitate to act172 or via electronic attacks that aim
to degrade adversary communications systems.173 Even temporary confusion could paralyze
Chinese operations and create opportunities for U.S. forces to seize the initiative. This approach
would pit a Chinese deficiency (excessive centralization) against a U.S. strength (flexibility).174
Similar operations could target the PLA’s logistics system. During a conflict, the JLSF
would supervise supply centers and their subordinate units, relying on Beidou satellites and
computerized networks and databases to keep track of resources. Those systems have been tested in exercises and real-world events such as the 2020 coronavirus response, but not against
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state adversaries. Cyber operations that exploit U.S. technical advantages to paralyze those systems or introduce misinformation about the whereabouts of critical resources could be the
Achilles’ heel of China’s “informatized” logistics system, hampering the flow of resources both
within and among theaters.175 The PLA may be able to repair those networks or find low-tech
workarounds, but the goal would be to introduce enough chaos to delay China’s execution of an
amphibious campaign or provide reinforcements during major combat operations.
Information Operations
During the opening moves of a conflict, evidence that PLA systems are not working as
intended could prompt Xi and other civilians to raise the question, “What else are they hiding”?
Both of the options listed above could achieve this effect: a sudden disruption to the PLA’s command and control or logistics networks—combined with information operations that expose
China’s senior civilians to those effects (for example, via well-timed media leaks or revelations
through China’s civilian intelligence system)—could raise questions about the PLA’s ability to
achieve its objectives and cause a delay as the CMC investigates the problem. Moreover, misinformation that points to units acting without proper authorization or commanders failing to
following orders might also be sufficient to prompt a delay even if it is ultimately discounted. In
a competitive environment where China is quickly making progress in the information domain,
the effectiveness of these approaches would rest on U.S. investments in psychological warfare
and related disciplines.176
Multidirectional Precision Strikes
The effectiveness of missile strikes against Chinese targets in the early phase of a crossstrait war—which has been discussed in U.S. concepts of “AirSea Battle”—could be increased
by strikes launched from multiple directions.177 These include U.S. naval and air platforms operating in the East and South China seas, as well as assets located deeper in the Western Pacific.
Such distributed operations would leverage U.S. strengths (jointness and coordination of widely
dispersed forces) against seams and weaknesses in China’s wartime command structure, which
might lack the capacity to quickly coordinate defenses and responses, and human capital problems (for example, limited relationships between personnel at different echelons). Moreover,
the effectiveness of these strikes might be increased if they target critical command nodes and
frontline logistics hubs, which might (respectively) paralyze PLA battlefield decisionmaking
and force time-consuming redeployments.
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A “Far Seas” Blockade
Another option would be threatening or implementing a “far seas” blockade of Chinese
energy imports at the outset of a conflict (for example, as a counter to China’s declaration of
a maritime exclusion zone around Taiwan). This would leverage the PLA’s weak force posture
beyond Asia, difficulties in deploying naval assets through vulnerable chokepoints,178 and limited command and control and logistics support for out-of-area operations, while playing to
U.S. naval strengths in the maritime chokepoints beyond the Second Island Chain.179 The risks
of a blockade would include significant costs to the U.S. economy and Chinese retaliation, but
the reward could be presenting the CMC with an unexpected challenge at a critical point in a
Taiwan campaign, which may lead Beijing to delay its timeline. A more risk-acceptant approach
would combine a maritime blockade with conventional precision strikes against China’s overland oil and natural gas pipelines, which would raise serious questions about the PLA’s ability to
sustain a long campaign.180
A less promising application of the concept of creating multiple dilemmas would entail
feints at other points along China’s periphery designed to distract CMC decisionmakers and
force the PLA to deviate from its timeline. Operations on land would require the consent of third
countries, which would likely want to avoid being drawn into a U.S.-China conflict. Unanticipated maneuvers in the maritime commons near China’s coasts would not suffer that constraint
and might require some attention from CMC officials. However, even these operations would
likely have limited utility compared to the other options because Chinese planners anticipate that
the United States will seek to create trouble in other theaters during a war with Taiwan and have
designed a theater system that is relatively well structured to handle those possibilities. Some maneuvers might also fail to register in a system intensely focused on the main strategic direction.
This finding is consistent with the independent National Defense Strategy Commission, which
argued that “it seems unlikely that the United States could force its adversary to back down by
applying pressure—military or otherwise—in secondary areas.”181

Conclusion
At the 19th Party Congress in October 2017, Xi Jinping called on the armed forces to
become “world-class forces” by the middle of the century.182 While Xi did not explain what
exactly it means to be “world-class,” one measure is the PLA’s ability to effectively handle the
full range of national security obligations it is tasked with performing.183 This means developing sufficient combat power to deter de jure Taiwan independence and, if necessary, achieve
unification through a war with Taiwan and the United States, while also maintaining domestic
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stability, deterring other rivals, and protecting overseas interests. As illustrated through the
lens of Chinese military strategy, a country’s ability to balance operational requirements in different theaters requires an analysis of several variables, including force development, force distribution, command and control, logistics, and human capital. A broad assessment is needed
because these factors are interdependent: the optimal distribution of combat forces depends
on the quality of the strategic planning process, for instance, while the ability of forces to
quickly redeploy would be of limited value if commanders are not properly trained to handle
new situations.
Beyond the case of China, such an approach is also applicable to other large states facing adversaries in different theaters. One example is India, which needs to maintain sufficient
troop strength in Kashmir to deter Pakistan, defend against terrorist attacks from groups such
as Lashkar-e-Taiba, and deter Chinese incursions in the Himalayas. In recent years, New Delhi
has also worried about China’s growing naval presence in the Indian Ocean and the prospects
of a two-front conflict involving both China and Pakistan.184 However, several attributes of the
Indian system could hinder India’s ability to juggle these requirements, including the lack of a
joint command structure (which reflects an overabundance of power of the services and the
failure of civilians to institute reforms),185 army dominance, and budgeting and procurement
shortcomings that have “a severe impact on balanced capacity building in the armed forces.”186
While China and India are focused on regional threats, U.S. forces must prepare for conflicts on a global scale.187 A holistic approach would stress advantages such as the versatility of
U.S. commanders, forces that could be rapidly deployed or that do not depend on geographical
boundaries (such as global strike, cyber assets, and special operations forces) and a distribution of combat forces that aligns with strategic and operational priorities in key regions.188
However, weaknesses include the regionally defined system of combatant commands, which
could limit coordinated responses to problems that bleed across theater boundaries,189 and a
Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution system in which “civilian planning guidance to the services is often issued very late and, as a result, becomes largely irrelevant.”190
Absent an effective set of interlocking systems, U.S. “globally integrated operations” could be
hamstrung.
A holistic approach also points to productive questions for assessing the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the major militaries. China’s military has made important progress under Xi,
notably contrasting with India’s failure to reform. Russia has adapted its military through a set
of recent changes closely paralleling those pursued by Xi, which will help it defend its long borders, but Moscow faces demographic and institutional challenges that do not appear as severe
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in China.191 By contrast, the U.S. military retains some key advantages over the PLA, including
a pvoven ability to operate along exterior lines, a mission command philosophy that promotes
operations in a communications-degraded environment, and civil-military relations that tend
to promote a high level of civilian trust (even if military flaws might be more apparent to decisionmakers due to a free press, congressional oversight, and other factors). How well the United
States can compete with China in the military sphere will thus depend less on its success in
dazzling Beijing with unpredictable operations and more on its ability to retain and strengthen
those core comparative advantages.
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